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Dear Members,
Covid-19 has exacted a huge toll on the economy of Maharashtra,
and restoring it to its former glory remains a top priority of the state
government. Being the most industrially and economically developed
state of the country, Maharashtra has a lot to offer the investor
community in achieving their desired results. With social distancing
likely to continue for the foreseeable future, the digital space is
poised for a huge jump in the post-Covid world. Promoting drought
resilience in water-stressed Maharashtra is also high on the state
government’s agenda. Covid-19 has exposed the gaping holes in our
healthcare system, and that is another area having scope for a lot of
entrepreneurial activity.
Maharashtra’s MSME sector, in particular, has been badly hit by
Covid-19. With their complex forward and backward linkages,
MSMEs and agriculture form the backbone of Maharashtra’s
dynamic economic growth, and both these sectors offer huge
opportunities for prospective startups. In this context, strategic
infrastructure development should be the state government’s topmost
priority, since that will benefit individual innovators, which will
enable Maharashtra to achieve its avowed objective of inclusive and
sustainable growth. Policymakers need to rise to the occasion and
announce the right incentives to ensure that magnetic Maharashtra
does truly become an attractive investment destination for all
potential investors – both global and domestic – in these trying times.
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Agricultural technology and food-processing are potentially rich areas
having a lot of scope for meaningful start-up opportunities post-Covid.
Agriculture contributes less than 20% to the GDP but employs over half of
the country’s workforce. Obviously, there is a structural anomaly here,
which some innovative startups therein could help to correct. A suitable
ecosystem needs to be created for entrepreneurship development in this
space. Many engineering students have their roots in rural areas, and when
they know that funding is available for agricultural technology, it will help
to generate synergies. Apart from funding, the right kind of mentorship
should also be available to these startups, particularly those in rural areas,
where most entrepreneurs do not have access to the ocean of information
that their urban counterparts do. Students, in particular, should be taught
that there is no shame in failing in entrepreneurship and that success and
failure are two sides of the same coin.
Many startups in the country have a connection with the Indian diaspora,
and so we need to effectively tap into our influential NRI brethren. For
that some key changes may need to be made in our financial, legal and
regulatory systems. One aspect to focus on is enhancing the ease of doing
business throughout the country. Most Indian entrepreneurs do their
homework, are open to experimentation and technology, and plan ahead,
but lack policy, know-how, and government support. This gap needs to be
filled at the earliest, if our country is to become a haven for entrepreneurs,
both domestic and global. Maharashtra needs a lot of investment to boost
its economic prospects, and so it is imperative that the government creates
an ecosystem which understands the issues faced by startups and attempts
to resolve them at the earliest.
By 2030, over half of the companies currently on the Fortune 500 list are
expected to be replaced. The life expectancy of large companies is steadily
declining as startups enter the market at a rapid pace. Under the
circumstances, the government needs to adopt a proactive stance and woo
them to the extent possible. Many startups, for example, those in
telemedicine and robotics, will play a key role in providing practical
public solutions in a post-Covid world. With more corporates aiming to
have an increasingly larger share of their employees work from home in
the coming years, innovative and out-of-the-box technological solutions
are likely to get a boost. Public private partnership modes will be
established for many industries, and well positioned startups stand to gain
a lot from associating with them.
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India Inc.’s failure to disrupt is a wealth erosion risk, and disruption is not
happening in the listed space, but only among startups. There are
exceptions, but they don’t make the rule. Policymakers need to find a way
out of this situation by thinking innovatively and providing startups all the
assistance they need to get going, in the best long term economic interests
of the nation.
The government is doing what it can to facilitate the ecosystem for startups
in the country and also in Maharashtra, especially in view of the economic
issues generated by the prolonged lockdown. We appreciate all the good
work done by the authorities, both state and Central, on many diverse
socioeconomic fronts, despite all the constraints faced by them at this
critical juncture. However, much more needs to be done, and MEDC will
support the government in all its endeavours to create a more business and
industry-friendly economy in the post-Covid period.
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Macro Musings

Post-Covid Investment Opportunities in
Maharashtra
- Dr. Dhananjay Samant
Chief Economic Adviser
MEDC
Introduction
The spread of Covid-19 in Maharashtra has had a detrimental
effect on its economy. Maharashtra is one of India’s most
industrially dynamic states, but the prolonged lockdown has
impacted its growth prospects. The government is certainly
making all-out efforts to retain Maharashtra’s distinctive position
as the nation’s preferred investment destination, especially in
view of all that has happened lately. Maharashtra has many
natural advantages, but they will need to be suitably tapped and
honed to improve overall economic competitiveness and help
promote the development of a more robust industrial ecosystem.
They include a large and influential NRI community in Europe
and North America, many of whom still have an emotional
connect to Maharashtra and are willing to be stakeholders in its
growth story. Covid-19 has opened up a whole new window for
Make in India and investing strategically in Maharashtra which
needs to be maximized.
Attracting sustainable investment
With their complex forward and backward linkages, a revival of
agriculture and the MSME sector is the key to sustaining growth
in rural Maharashtra … which constitutes the growth engine of
the state’s economy. As far as agritech goes, while there is no
need to reinvent the wheel, a fresh engagement with global
investors is necessary. Some trust building exercises need to be
conducted between business decision-makers and the
bureaucracy, as there is, regrettably, a gap here. If large-scale
sustainable investment is to be attracted to agritech, official
policies need greater consistency regardless of the government of
the day. The last thing we can afford at this juncture is inadequate
engagement between the stakeholders, both public and private.

rapidly on the clearances of projects, accessibility of raw
materials, availability of skilled labour, removal of infrastructure
bottlenecks, and the development of efficient logistic supply
chains. Potential global investors should also be updated on the
benefits of investing in Maharashtra vis-à-vis other geographies.
Due to their inherent economic growth and employment
generating potential, policy preference should be given to
MSMEs. Also, all policy announcements should be as clear and
unambiguous as possible.
A lot of policy attention needs to be paid to investment in digital
technologies. Post-Covid, work from home will rise, especially
for white collar workers, and so will the demand for smart
gadgets that will make that cost-effective. Technological
investments yield high dividends and it also leads to long-term
economic growth via productivity enhancements. The
government needs to commit to lasting change by choosing to
invest strategically in digital technologies throughout all sectors
of the state economy. Maharashtra’s regulatory and bureaucratic
structures need further simplification to attract investment in a
wide range of digital technologies.
Conclusion
The government is right to promote localization but the fact is
that we continue to live in a globalized world, and a sustained
thrust on attracting large overseas investments to Maharashtra is
necessary for the post-Covid economic recovery of the state. Our
state has always been India’s socioeconomic torchbearer, and its
investment policies will set the trend for those elsewhere in the
country. With relentless competition, this window of opportunity
may not remain open for long, and so policymakers need to strike
while
the
iron
is
hot.

While the government has indeed taken several steps to improve
the ease of doing business in Maharashtra, it needs to move more
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Dynamic Evolution of Urban Land Use
planning
- Dr. P. M. Deshpande
Retd C.E. & G M (Tech),
CIDCO of Maharashtra
pmdeshpande_1144@yahoo.com
Urbanisation is aggregation of people at a location. From the view
point of economist, urban habitat is a dynamic system of interrelated
and interdependent market characterised by great density and
specialisation of economic actors. Present cities specialise in
efficiently providing house-holds and firms with contact and flows of
information at lower cost than do other spatial form of social
organisation. Markets in cities include land and housing, labour,
transportation, and public service. The dynamic process of changing
rural economy to urban economy, technology, innovation and
entrepreneurship plays critical role. The aggregation of people is
result of need for close proximity among economic actors.
Urbanisation improves information and communication between
economic actors. It is, however, being realised now that growth
accentuates the urban ills like congestion, smog, and noise. It is
found that economic rent earned by production of specialised goods
or services are insufficient to compensate for recreation, health,
welfare services, and pollution.
The present form of unsustainable Urbanisation is the result of
unwillingness on the part of sizable population to pay high economic
rent for land which is a result of adhering to wrong economic rent
module based on labour and material transport costs. The labour
finds the cost high because they require to maintain two
establishments – one in respective village for family and the other in
the city where they work. The other reason is unavailability of quality
houses readily as also difficulty to find jobs for family members. The
technological development has now eliminated distance factor and
associated costs for labour and materials in industry or commerce.
That cost is replaced by transport cost of food,
water etc. So, there is a case for neighbourhood farming and social
foresting.
The enormous changes in technology and urban deluge may make us
think returning to ‘Von Thunen’ model of Land use. He assumed the
existence of a single large city surrounded by wilderness and devoid
of transportation facility. Under such circumstances it was shown that
products with high transportation costs e.g., fruits, fresh vegetables,
food and milk tended to be produced nearest to city and other
products are produced in concentric rings in the order of decreasing
transportation cost. Less distant land was shown to earn a rent
attributable to its location and equal to the sum of production and
transportation cost to the city at the most distant producing location
minus the sum of these costs at the less distant location. The present
technological transformation has reduced the transportation cost of an
input in manufacturing and raised the cost of transportation of food,
milk, fruits and vegetables. It makes rethinking on urbanisation
model necessary.
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Man’s Life Style is continuously changing and hence his need for
habitat. Its rate of change is also varying. Initially it took thousands
of years, then hundreds of years, in near future it will be decades and
so on. Earlier he was dependent on renewable energy, then it changed
to non-renewable energy. The change is the result of technological
evolution. Man has experimented with non-renewable energy. The
experiment in heavy machinery, mega transportation modes and
mega lifestyle with large mansions. It is now being realised that mega
lifestyle is not in line with nature. It is also realised the solar energy
stored by earth cannot serve all the population all the time and it will
be consumed in near future. So, the nano technology is being
evolved. The purpose being we should be able to survive on
renewable energy. The attempts are being made to work on solar,
water and wind energy. It is, however, seen that the present day
services cannot be operated by solar energy alone. So, the future
advancement will be to invent technologies for using solar energy
and water technology directly for services. Thus, food for direct
consumption will be available directly from plants and so will be
clothes. Of course, this will not happen suddenly. But this
development will require at least a century. It is, however, necessary
to start preparation for the transformation.
The present habitat is required to be in the neighbourhood of industry
or commerce or place of work. The basic needs like air, water, food,
clothes and shelter are made available at the location by transporting
from the locations where they are available. The arrangement
consumes lot of energy. The source of energy is fossil fuel. The man
could bring water from hundreds of kilo meters, and food from
thousands of kilo meters. The synthetic management for comfortable
environment also required lot of energy. The result is energy demand
increased exponentially. It is realised that the sources are not enough
to meet the demand. Naturally use of energy is required to be
curtailed with a result that it has become unaffordable to large section
of society. This divided the society in two categories: one who could
afford the use of energy and second who could not afford. The
habitat reflected the classes. The class which could not afford became
majority that led to development of slums. As non-renewable energy
becomes scarce, the slum population will increase, unless, other
cheaper alternative is developed. The criteria of nearness of
workplace will have to be replaced by nearness to energy, water and
food for habitat.
An immediate future city will be conglomerate of modern villages
which will be self-sufficient. Future man will live in an environment
he likes and not because nearness to work place. His industrial
workersrobots – can be instructed from home. He can consult, have
meetings with colleagues spatially distributed worldwide. His work
will be to generate ideas and think of innovation. He will work with
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hand not only to keep himself fit but to keep his mind fresh. His
preference to living environment will be only for stimulation to brain.
He will prefer to design and produce his own food and clothes. His
modern village will be having connectivity with the world and it will
be having capability to display all the moods of nature and stimulate
mind. The natural river basin will be boundary. The expansion will
be from primary basin to nth grade basin. The dream city will be
reality in 21st century. But the transformation has to start. The
starting point will be planning for adequate supply of renewable
energy and material. The present city development started on the
same premise but actions taken with human ego that we will conquer
the nature proved to be wrong and lead to back-lash. That is the
reason of urban deluge. The lesson is we have to follow nature.
The present urban deluge can be related to the excess use of energy
and materials than quota given by nature. The supply chain of both
have broken. Its revival is dependent on restoration of energy cycle
and material cycle. The criteria is to respect biomass, energy and
water budget of the proposed habitat site. The energy source is the
solar energy. The solar energy can be captured by solar cells. The
other source is potential energy of water. It is in fact secondary
source derived from solar energy. The material cycle of paramount
importance is water and air cycles. Material has potential to store
energy which can be used with time lag. The main difficulty with
solar energy is its availability in intermittent fashion. Similarly, water
is also not available round the year. So, these are required to be
stored. The most economical way of storage for water is ‘cloud
storage’ but that storage is, at least now, beyond human
manipulation. The energy can be stored in trees and other future store
is in the form of ‘battery’. The energy stored in plants can be
recovered through gasification. The tree with solar energy can
manufacture product like bamboo which can be used by human
beings replacing synthetic products manufactured out of nonrenewable materials using non-renewable energy. A certain variety of
bamboo can have strength of steel and hence that can replace steel.
Water can be stored underground in earth or rock. But that also have
limitations. The other way is to store it in man- made reservoir
The present day urban services require technological skill,
managerial skill and administrative skill. It requires services of Godly
manager, and absence of such manager is responsible to present day
mess in municipal services. In order to improve the situation, the
administration is required to be compartmentalised in sustainable
packages. It is necessary to decentralise the Municipal services.
Some services can be distributed to plot owners with sufficiently
large plots. Some can be distributed to region wise and some can be
maintained with the Municipal authority. Thus, wherever
underground water is available and wherever river is passing nearby,
the plot owners may be permitted to arrange water by rain harvesting.
If required the water can be supplemented by city water. This can
save piped water supply and consequent leakages. Similarly waste
water treatment and domestic solid waste can be treated and used for
farming, plantation, and fruit garden within the plot. In cases of small
plots, these can be done by regional authority. Similar is the case
with electricity. This can motivate entrepreneurs to run the services
competitively and efficiently.
If we consider 8ha plot in Konkan region, its sky catchment can yield
water of about 160000 cum. Per year. This water is sufficient to cater
for a population of 1100 persons considering water consumption of
200 litters per day per capita. The waste water can be used for
vegetable farming, fruit plantation. So, for waste water also pipe line
is not required. The rain water can be captured on building top as also
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in a pond in the plot in 2 ha area with 4m depth can be supplied to
houses. The solar energy can be generated by solar cells and
gasification of the trees. The manure generated from solid waste can
be used for farms and gardens. The sector accommodating smaller
houses can have these facilities run by agent appointed by Municipal
corporations. In this way the city can make use of its sky catchment
water and the waste water so generated.
The consumption of energy in urban society has now increased to
alarmingly high level. The consumption of non-renewable energy at
individual level and at community level is increasing. The Municipal
services are mechanised and require energy to run. There is also
increased mechanisation in individual houses. Thus, in order to
provide water supply brought from far away located reservoirs to
individual house, an enormous length of pipeline is required. The
length of pipe line laid in Mumbai is over 4000kms. Moreover, the
topography of the area makes it impossible to make equitable
distribution. The result is some-one gets water of around 300 liters
per capita per day for eight hours a day where as some other gets 75
litters per day per capita and that too for an hour per day. Due to the
length, there are leakages which increases gross quantity of water.
The leakages also pollute the water. It, then, is required to be treated
by consumer. The enormous length requires a lot of energy to supply
the water. If the source and the water treatment are decentralised,
then it can reduce energy and water quantity required. The rain
harvesting can help in this case. It can make available water near
consumer. But, in case of smaller plots this becomes impractical. But
if a large plot is available, it can be done efficiently.
In order to decentralise water services, it is necessary to allow
entrepreneurs to tap rain water to supply it to consumer which can
take care of flooding and treat waste water. A large plot can offer this
opportunity. The entrepreneurs can innovate and give service at
competitive rate. The concept of urban farming and social forestry,
can utilise the treated water and make available food at the door
steps. The river system with holding ponds and detention ponds can
permit various activities like dairying, fishing as also water sports.
They can offer weekend recreation facilities. In the City itself, river
can offer opportunity for water sport. Thus, the City will become
lively and well protected from urban deluge.
All this will be possible if conventional land use pattern of the City is
modified to give recognition to contribution water can make the City
environmentally and economically sustainable. The classification
method of urban land use needs to be looked into. The classification
has created ‘expert culture’ that departmentalised the task. The task is
further compartmentalised as Revenue one who looks up collection
of money and Expenditure who is responsible for spending the
money. Thus, Gardening is expenditure one. It has to spend. The one
who spends more is called Successful. Thus, Garden department
thinks only about avenues to spend. So, the City gardens have
become places of passive recreation where you cannot even touch a
flower. There is a necessity to replace them by places of active
recreation where you can work with hand to create something of
value. Thus, garden can replace a vegetable or a farm where your
active participation is welcome. The river flowing through a city is
often an eye sore, full of filth and pollutants, its water, instead of
rejuvenating spread epidemic. No amount of money can rehabilitate
it. No amount of money can restore its past glory.
As per the economic principles initiated above, the transportation
criteria will reveal that water, food, vegetables and fruit need to be
brought nearer to city. It will need a city to be designed as cluster of
Gandhian self- reliant village.
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An area of 8 -10 ha is required to accommodate a cluster of selfreliant cluster of habitat (Figure I). It will have its own water supply,
arrangement for treatment of water & waste water, vegetable farms
and orchards to produce food and medicinal plants, solid waste
ponds to control flood surrounded by social forest yielding structural

disposal plant, solar panels for energy, fishing arrangement. The
combination of the blocks will create a sector with facility of farming
(FigureII). The combination of sector units create a city (Figure – III)
with
vertical
farming
facility,
detention
timber. The ponds at sea front act as holding ponds creating back
water effect with active recreation, water-sport and fishing facility.
The arrangement proposed is explained in following figures.

Figure III: Nodes as building blocks to configure self-reliant City
which is building block for a Metro

Table I-Comparative landuse of conventional & proposed City
S.N.

Land use

Conventional
city %

1
2
3
4

28
5

5
6
7

Residential
commercial
social service
Utility,
Treatment plants
Streets
Railway
Park, playground

26
1
20

18
2
10

8

Institution

6

6

10
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Proposed
city
design%
18
5
5
3

remarks

9
10
11
12
13
14

Executive park
Industry
River
Woodland
Ponds
Farm

7
2

7
2
8
5
5
7

Conclusion
The Urban Deluge we are experiencing are the result of Nature’s
backlash. It needs some corrective action taking into consideration
technological development and changes in human life-style. The
need of hour is make the City self reliant as far as Water and energy
is considered by designing as cluster of self reliant units. This is an
attempt to visualise the changes.
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5 industries setting up new trends post
Covid-19 outbreak
Mr. Shubham Mohanty
Source - The Times of India

Introduction:
The recent COVID-19 pandemic has proved to be a game-changer
for the majority of us. It has changed the way we behave and
perceive things. Many of our habits have changed. We are
experiencing a new world altogether. This unexpected and adverse
shift in habits and mindset has impacted the economies heavily.
Many have taken a bad hit. But in some cases, the results are
exponentially positive. So the adaptability and creative decision
making will play a key role in the sustainability of the enterprises. In
this article, we will discuss 5 industries which will observe new
trends shaping up for the businesses.
1. WorkSpace Industry:
It is not an old story when we were going to our offices and work for
9-12 hours. We got to interact with the fellow teammates face-to-face
and the discussions were impromptu. The environment was energetic
and indulging in office gossip was frequent. But suddenly things
changed. Majority of the employees are now working from home.
Discussions are happening over a video conference and low internet
speed is a regular cause for the delay in task completions.

lockdown, many companies have either left the spaces or reduced
their office size. A new mindset within the startup companies is to 11
give employees work from facilities and utilising a physical space
just to conduct meetings and discussions.
The work from home trend will continue further and adoption for
tools helping in it will experience exponential growth.
2. Education Industry:
Children are missing their school environment, as they have been
caged at home for a long period of time. Digital education has
experienced new growth in these periods. Many schools have tried
different online teaching platforms to suit their requirements. The
assessment of assignments and taking online exams are the newest
challenges these schools are facing.
Besides these, teachers are struggling to make their students
understand the concepts. Therefore, pre-recorded videos are
frequently being used, which contain more options and animations to
represent the concepts. This has given rise to LMS platforms as well.

Prior to this situation, many companies were already providing work
from home facilities, but the majority of the businesses were not
ready for this sudden shift. Therefore, productivity has reduced and
projects are getting delayed. Enterprises are trying to adopt different
digital tools to manage their operations. This spike in the demand for
these tools has worked as a catalyst for some firms to develop work
from home solutions.

Home tutors and coaching centres are having a severe backlash as
they have fewer resources and facilities to avail these tools. Though
they are trying to manage the situation an adequate solution for them
is yet to come. Ed-TechPlatforms like Byju’s, Extra marks, Vedantu
etc. are eating up their market.

Though a winner is yet to come, the adoption of these tools will
definitely open up new opportunities. Tools for
communication, team collaboration, data security will definitely
experience a boost.

We all had lost ourselves in our busy schedules. We forgot to treat
our body and mind well. This pandemic has shown us the importance
of self-care during negative times. We got to know, to lead a stable
and efficient life, keeping our mind stable is essential. This has
resulted in a boost of self-care content consumption online.

Another major hit has been experienced by the coworking spaces.
Social distancing is a new norm to follow, which has resulted in
lower revenue per unit area. During the

Consumptions for motivational contents, exercises, healthy diets,
mind management etc. has increased exponentially. Subscriptions for
the online webinars of established trainers has increased hugely.
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3. Self-Care Industry:
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Minimalist mindset adoption has seen higher growth numbers, which
suggests, people now care to stick with essential items than luxuries.
We have realised we require a fairly minimal number of items daily
and the rest of the items are actually blocking our cupboard spaces.

cost of huge economic losses. Enterprises had to adopt new normals
and smartly diverse their operations. Other industries like tourism,
travel, real estate have also been impacted. In these adverse times, the
role of decision-makers to implement smart and sustainable business
models is very important.

4. Conclusion:
We have been forced to adopt digitalization in our everyday life.
These new habits have created new business opportunities but at the

12
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Workers also need to be aware of changing scenarios and adopt new
skills or upskill themselves. Change is the only constant, adopting it
wisely
is
in
our
hands
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Five emerging startup opportunities in
insurtech in a post-COVID-19 world
Here are five opportunities for incumbents and disruptors in insurtech post-COVID-19 to lower barriers of
friction for customers to protect themselves.
Ms. Monica Jasuja
Source - YourStory
With all of us restricted to our homes, huge stress triggers about our
health form the backdrop of the coronavirus pandemic. How many
times do you find yourself worrying anxiously about the what-if
scenarios, only to search online for COVID-19 insurance? A
quick search online, a few clicks on your favourite digital wallet app
and you are all set to face the novel virus just with a few hundred
rupees.
Phew,
easy
isn’t
it?
Appealing to the digitally-savvy Indian consumer is easier than ever
as more Indians take to the internet and offer the largest opportunity
The insurance sector is now witnessing a slew of new players
joining the fray, selling insurance primarily online, keeping costs
and premiums low (including ‘sachetising’ the product) to disrupt
the traditional model of buying and servicing the insurer.

globally (apart from the US) for venture capitalists to target Indian
customers.
And
why
not,
you
ask?

branded spectacles – all on their devices.
This zealousness of the investor community in India’s fast-emerging
disruptor of the large insurance companies (standing at 24 life
insurers, 34 general insurers) is reflected in the $183 million that
flowed into the ecosystem in 2019. This has lead to the emergence of
a new category of fintech called InsurTech.
India stands at the second position, globally, given PE/VC
investments in InsurTech (cecond only to the US). It’s noteworthy,
that large technology companies, global digital giants such as
Amazon, Google, Alibaba, and Tencent have all entered the
InsurTech fray, creating global disruption.
This need is served by micro-insurer startups marking the emergence
of an interesting new trend disrupting the traditional model by
making insurance available to all and for various micro categories,
easier, cheaper and faster.

India is a goldmine for any investor as it has:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The second-largest population in the world (second only to
China which is closed to outside investments)
More than 50 percent of its population is below the age
of 25 and more than 65 percent below the age of 35. It is
expected that, in 2020, the average age of an Indian will be
29 years.
The lowest cost of data global
The second-largest smartphone population in the world
Roughly 600 million monthly active customers accessing
the world wide web
Lowest levels of insurance penetration at 3.69 percent.

Consumers are bombarded with product information, how to buy
insurance online for their cycle, their mobile phone, even their
InsurTech is a combination of the words “insurance” and
“technology,” inspired by the term fintech. InsurTech is a term used
for a company using technology to disrupt the insurance industry.

Some have partnered with large digital giants to scale distribution
and use case coverage to innovate on new product categories.
Quoting from a recent piece by Rahul Mathur, Startup Lead at
Accenture FinTech Innovation Lab, who writes on this sector, there
are three emerging InsurTech “trends” in India
•
•

•

Embedded insurance – Acko Insurance leads the pack here
with its recent partnership with OYO Rooms.
Small ticket insurance – Incumbent insurers have caught on
fast with this trend, but Toffee Insurance stands out with its
Kamai Bachao Yojna, dengue insurance, etc.
Novel distribution mechanisms – Bancassurance 2.0,
digital channels etc; Max Bupa Health Insurance and IDBI
Bank win with the Any Time Health (ATH) machines.

In the post-COVID world, where contact-free becomes the new
mantra, face-to-face meetings and operational processes requiring
high touch methods are bound to get obsolete.
To deal with the pandemic, we have observed that the speed of policymaking
is unprecedented, therefore, it is the right time to identify opportunities of
disruption and striking while the iron is hot — the opportunity is here and
now.
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New Business Opportunities Emerging
Amidst Covid-19
Investors plan to increasingly look at firms that can sustain cash longer and focus more on tech

Ms. Annapurani V
Source – The Hindu Business Line

The funding for Indian start-ups took a hit in March and April, as
anticipated, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. While investments fell
81.1 per cent to $0.33 billion in March 2020 from $1.73 billion in
March 2019, April 2020 saw the funding figure plunge a further 84.3
per cent year-on-year to $0.12 billion, compared with $0.78 billion in
the same month last year, according to data from Tracxn, a firm that
tracks investments and financials of private companies and start-ups.
In such a situation, how will investments pan out in the upcoming
months? Investors say they are going to be a little more exacting
about cash flows and focus more on how much of a cash runway the
company has, in the post-Covid-19 scenario.
In the post-Covid-19 setting, there would be greater emphasis on
business models that have the ability to sustain cash for longer, and
on businesses with higher contribution margins, said Pankaj Raina,
Managing Director, Research and Investments, Zephyr Peacock
India, a firm that provides growth capital and management support to
small and mid-sized enterprises in the country.
Reducing cash burn
Ajay Hattangdi, Managing Partner of Alteria Capital Advisors, a
venture debt fund, said firms that have a certain amount of resilience
to downturns such as this pandemic will be increasingly looked at.
He added that to some extent, companies that haven’t achieved unit
economics are going to be more and more difficult to fund.
“The amount of cash companies have, and the pace at which they are
burning through the cash ― those aspects are going to be looked at
much more carefully from here on, going forward,” said Hattangdi.
More focus on tech
At a time when most organisations are working remotely, the
technology element is coming in handy. Start-ups that are building
solutions using artificial intelligence (AI) , machine learning (ML)
and deep learning are now picking up momentum. Investors said that
they would now want to focus more on such companies, along with
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those that provide automation, remote control and monitoring
solutions, and the ancillary businesses around them.
“We have been anyway talking about IOT, AI, and ML applications,
and with this whole thing, I think, the use of those technologies
would be expedited,” said Vikram Gupta, Founder and Managing
Partner, IvyCap Ventures, a venture capital firm. He added that
sectors such as telemedicine, ed-tech and fin-tech will flourish in the
post-Covid-19 scenario and anybody who has already built a business
around those and have the technology and customers, will be in the
limelight and investors would want to provide them with more
capital.
“Specially at early stages, usually as VCs, we want to see the proof
of the pudding before we start investing. But now we will be going
up to those companies and asking them a lot more questions, and
even if they are not fully developed yet, in terms of the product, but
they are almost there, you would want to take a higher chance on
these things,” Gupta said.
Zephyr Peacock’s Raina said that they would place more emphasis
on essentials. He added that for the portfolio of companies they have
already invested in, they are trying to explore more scope for them to
grow, even if it means altering their business models in the postCovid-19 world.
“How fragile is the model that you are looking at in a Covid-19scenario, is the fundamental question everybody is going to be
asking,” said Alteria Capital’s Hattangdi. “You don’t want something
that is fragile, and to quote Taleb, you need something that is antifragile, in the sense that, when a Covid-19 scenario happens, which
are the models that are going to benefit from it? Those are the
automation models, the diagnostic models, and the healthcare
services. These are the kinds of models that are anti-fragile, and these
are the ones that are going to be more interesting for investors to look
at
in
the
future.”
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New Business Opportunities Emerging
Amidst Covid-19
Source – Industrial Automation
The Covid-19 outbreak has sent shivers down the spine of the global
economy. The virus has hit hard the global supply chain network, and
extensively hits automobile and manufacturing sectors around the
globe. In such a scenario, not all businesses have been disrupted;
some other business opportunities are making its way along it, such
as Drone Delivery. As the outbreak of coronavirus Covid-19 began
from China and to spread all over the world now, tech companies
especially MedTech companies are rolling out drones and robots to
fight off the virus and deliver services and care to those isolated or
following social distancing.
Drones are not just using for delivery purposes but also for
maintaining rules and regulations. In India, the Karimnagar
Commissionerate of Police in Telangana used drones to ensure
effective implementation of lockdown in the town. In the times of a
social distancing environment, authorities have found drones as an
effective technology. Drones are scalable, work 24/7, everywhere.
So, this tech can be used to deliver goods, along with other purposes
across locations and can be controlled remotely.
Virtual Exhibitions are events where people visit virtually rather
than physically. As technology advances rapidly, conferences and
exhibitions will no longer require a physical presence and will enable
people to come together under a single roof, regardless of their
location. In the coronavirus time as the entire world is under
lockdown, this concept is emerging exponentially limiting the spread
of the virus by enabling social distancing. For example, last year, Art
Basel’s March Hong Kong edition of the world-famous art fair drew
in a record crowd of 88,000 visitors. But this year due to the
pandemic it had no choice but to go fully virtual for the first time,
with Online Viewing Rooms, which hosted galleries’ collections for
buyers and collectors to peruse and purchase. So, there will be
tremendous opportunities in the area of virtual exhibitions where
corporates can come together, network, watch live events, and much
more.
As the world is facing a severe pandemic, the Masks market is on the
rise. Since they cover half of the face the demand for creativity in
designs is increasing. Several companies are rushing to increase their
production amidst Covid-19. On the other hand, if the market

demand augments, most of the apparel brands might start
manufacturing masks especially luxury or designer brands.
Vending Machine is an automated machine that provides items like
snacks, beverages, lottery tickets, and others to consumers after
money, a credit card, or a specially designed card is inserted into the
machine. In Europe, the European Vending & Coffee Service
Association (EVA) has emphasized that vending machines across the
continent remain safe and open amid coronavirus fears. According to
the association, operators and technicians of vending machines have
employed measures which ensure that vending machines remain
hygienic, including heightened cleaning and disinfection of surfaces
such as buttons. As these machines are available 24/7, they don’t
require human intervention or contact and can be deployed anywhere
within limited space.
After seeing the high demand of Hand Sanitizers because of Covid19 outbreak, the market sees a massive rise of new players in this
field. As the coronavirus has led to a huge uptick in the demand for
hand sanitizers across the globe, the major CPG companies are also
ramping up their production and optimizing their supply chains to
cater to the sudden spike. It has largely being grown because of
people are started panic-buying hand sanitizers as a preventive
measure. As per reports, the global marketplace is witnessing high
demand of health and wellness products, including sanitizers, floor
cleaning products and other cleaning products that reduce the impact
of infectious diseases like Covid-19. This has resulted in substantial
growth in the global hand sanitizer market due to the shift in
consumer preference towards convenient hygiene products.
So, the Covid-19 outbreak has not just impacted businesses globally
but also fuelled new business opportunities and innovations. Since
airline profitability, tourism and others are getting disrupted globally,
remote working, on the other side, is being encouraged by tech and
non-tech companies. Thus, we believe that some of these changes are
direct, short-term responses to the crises and will revert to regular
levels once Covid-19 passes. However, some of these shifts will
continue, creating a long-term digital disruption that will form
businesses in the future.
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Birth of new ideas: Opportunities for startups in a time
of crisis

“Startups that understand the new definition
of ‘normal’ will try to bring out the best in
themselves by grabbing new opportunities and
identifying new customers”.
Mr. Ravi Narayan
CEO
T-HUB
Source – Economic Times
Undoubtedly, it is a time to despair. But it is also a time to hope. Yes,
the rapidly spreading Coronavirus pandemic has put immense strain
on large businesses and startups alike. And yes, investors are on
edge, valuations have come down and skilled workers are being laid
off across industries. However, I still believe that we have reasons
enough to remain hopeful—to see the silver lining in the form of
unique opportunities that the crisis will soon throw open.
As we prepare to go back to a world which will be changed forever,
the time is ripe to reset everything as we knew it. If ever there was a
time where it is a level playing field for both celebrated startups and
the more modest ones—it’s now. Startups that understand the new
definition of ‘normal’ will try to bring out the best in themselves by
grabbing new opportunities and identifying new customers.
Also, the pandemic that has gripped the planet will be over soon
enough. Keeping this optimistic outlook in view, India’s burgeoning
startup ecosystem should remain vigilant for the birth of new ideas
that will compel it to re-imagine business for the post-pandemic
world. In this article, I examine key pockets of opportunity that the
Coronavirus human tragedy is opening across sectors.
Healthcare
tech
to
lead
the
way
Patient care and public safety have come to the forefront ever since
the fight to contain the lethal virus started. As of May 30, there are
close to 6 million Coronavirus cases have been reported worldwide.
Innovative HealthTech companies are on the cusp of a major
transformation that will create virtual health solutions by leveraging
AI (Artificial Intelligence), biomedical engineering, 3D printing,
nanotechnology and robotics, among other digital technologies to
counter the Coronavirus.
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U.S.-based HealthTech company Metabiota has deployed machine
learning capabilities to present an early and accurate analysis of the
geographical spread of the Coronavirus pandemic. Other technologydriven solutions to tackle the virus are also emerging, such as
behavioural and biometric data from medical wearables that detect
positive
cases
of
Coronavirus.
While startups are on an overdrive to mitigate or suppress the spread
of the infection, Microsoft has also pulled out all stops to find
innovative patient care solutions. The tech major has partnered with
the CDC (Centers for Disease Control) to deploy its AI-powered
chatbot called Clara to assess symptoms and risk factors associated
with the Coronavirus. The technology aims to track high-risk
individuals and suggest a contingency plan to help them gain access
to medical resources in a timely manner.
There are an estimated 4,800 HealthTech startups in India that are
leveraging cutting-edge technologies to help the government fight the
pandemic. Bengaluru-based startup Bione has developed a genetic
test using predictive analysis tools to check every individual’s
immunity against the virus. In the weeks ahead, more technological
innovations will be seen in the HealthTech sector to identify
Coronavirus patterns and enable healthcare professionals to
effectively
focus
on
patient
care.
ACT (Action Covid-19 Team), a collaborative effort led by VCs and
leading entrepreneurs, with the active support of State governments
and other stakeholders, has backed several homegrown HealthTech
startups to combat the pandemic. In particular, the State governments
of Telangana, Karnataka and Punjab have initiated rapid action task
forces to accelerate scalable solutions to fight the lethal virus.
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For instance, with direct support from the Telangana government,
ventilator manufacturers Ethereal Machines and Max Ventilators
have been shortlisted to manufacture and deploy ventilators to the
Army and COVID wards. Ethereal is creating moulds of ventilator
splitters to help hospitals cope with the shortfall of the crucial lifesupport
device.
Another HealthTech startup, MolBio, has developed an indigenous,
portable and battery-operated RT-PCR machine to scale India’s
testing capabilities, even in the remotest areas. Since MolBio is not
only making testing kits but the PCR machines itself, they have
pitched in to address the huge bottleneck in testing capacity.
The massive shortage of PPE in the country has led HealthTech
startup Karkhana.io to deploy 3D Printing, injection moulding,
machining, fabrication, and design facility, to produce PPEs. This
includes face shields, aerosol boxes and goggles. The startup also
produces tools for manufacturing other PPEs (mask machines, gown
machines), and ICU equipment valves, connectors and ventilator
parts.
A new path for mobility
The novel Coronavirus has potentially altered the definition of a
hyper-connected world. The global transportation system and urban
centres will never be the same again. The crisis has been an eyeopener for the transportation ecosystem to adapt quickly to travel
restrictions, social distancing and other measures to contain the
spread of the virus at the local, national and international levels. With
massive disruptions impacting commuters worldwide, it is time to
pause and think creatively about enabling an agile and seamless
mobility system.
The phase after Coronavirus abates will be pivotal as it will set the
trends for the future of urban mobility. The strict lockdowns imposed
by governments across the world has spurred mobility companies to
take unique initiatives to create a safer world for everyone.
The CORE MaaS (COvid-19 REsilient Mobility as a Service) is a
project developed by Iomob- a decentralized, open source mobility
marketplace-- in partnership with Factual, a boutique consultancy
that specialises in all things mobility. The initiative calls for ideas to
develop an open SDK-based middleware platform that integrates
available mobility service providers (MSPs), public transport, taxis,
and other mobility services across multiple cities and regions within
Continental Europe. The platform uses intermodal routing algorithms
to allow users select available mobility options within a selected
geography that optimises social distancing.
Experts opine that the time is ripe for humankind to adopt driverless
vehicles as social distancing is likely to stay. It is believed a drastic
shift in consumer behaviour due to the Coronavirus will lead to a
spurt in driverless cars and eventually mark the decline in shared
mobility.
Coronavirus has resulted in other innovative solutions too. For
instance, the stay at home directive issued by governments has put a
new spin on how future deliveries will be handled by restaurants,
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pharmacies, and grocery owners, among other businesses.
Contactless delivery is the new paradigm of innovation to emerge
that ensures the safety of customers and delivery personnel.
In the U.S., Zipline, a medical drone delivery company, is awaiting
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) approval to roll out
deliveries without human contact. Its objective is to deliver critical
medical supplies to hospitals and ensure that home equipment
reaches individuals to enable telemedicine appointments.
Autonomous robot vehicles for delivery have also emerged as one of
the best practices employed by the transportation sector. Such
vehicles were deployed in Wuhan—the epicentre of the
Coronavirus—to supply essentials to the city’s residents. Going
forward, more such innovations are in the anvil to minimise human
intervention in logistics.
The reshaping of learning
The Coronavirus scare has accelerated the adoption of online
learning to enable both students and teachers to embrace an enriched
digital experience. Almost overnight, schools and universities across
the globe have reoriented traditional teaching methodology to adapt
to
a
dynamic
digital
classroom.
After the US, India’s EdTech sector is the second biggest in the
world and is valued at $2bn. In India, virtual classrooms are being
made more effective by innovative EdTech startups such as Byjus,
Vedantu, Unacademy, Toppr and UpGrad. Many are offering classes
for free and leveraging AI and gamification to add value to classroom
learning. Given the nature of the Coronavirus pandemic, online
learning is here to stay. In my view, the innovation ecosystem will
only thrive if entrepreneurs cater to all segments of learners.
Experiential learning, anytime learning and self-learning are the new
pockets of growth for EdTech companies.
The EdTech sector is poised for further growth as expenditure on
AR/VR technologies for digital learning is expected to increase to
$12.6bn in 2025. Strangely, it took the Coronavirus tragedy to show
that technology-enabled education is the new horizon of opportunity
for
EdTech
startups
everywhere.
E-commerce

and

changing

customer

behaviour

As the Coronavirus threat continues to spread, self-quarantines and
social distancing have become the norm. In these gloomy times, ecommerce businesses have received a boost as consumers have
turned to online shopping and other digital options, in lieu of physical
shopping environments. Further, with an increasing number of people
working from home, consumer behaviour will be affected by the
current disruptive economic and social circumstances created by the
Coronavirus.
Recently, e-commerce players such as Amazon, Grofers, Flipkart and
Bigbasket saw a sudden surge in demand, resulting in product
shortages in certain categories. In the coming months, online retailers
can expect a further spike in orders as the average consumer’s
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shopping patterns have undergone a radical change. I believe now
would be a good time for the e-commerce industry to capitalise on
the new opportunities that the shift in consumer behaviour presents.
Redefining

the

new

norm

of

Work

from

The world as we knew it before the Coronavirus has already
transformed since the virus outbreak. With social distancing and
work from home being the new normal, stakeholders in the Indian
startup ecosystem are pivoting to channelise innovation.

Home

The rapidly spreading Coronavirus has heralded a new era in the
future of work that is here to stay. Work from Home has become the
new norm adopted by organisations. It has emerged as a potential
gamechanger in how businesses will operate once the crisis blows
over. However, in the face of uncertainty, businesses can use the
remote learning paradigm to create an enabling environment for their
workforce.
The mandatory social distancing policy has led to businesses
investing in new technology tools to make work from home seamless
and efficient. Organisations across the world are using newer
technologies and virtual web conferencing/meeting tools to facilitate
remote working. Zoom, GoToMeeting, G Suite and Webx are some
leading tools that have enabled organisations to communicate with
employees, clients, vendors and other partners. The significance of
remote working hits home when technology behemoths Google and
Facebook announced an extension of working from home policy until
end 2020. It’s not likely employees will return to office full-time
anytime before 2021.
As it turns out, the new rules of work have important implications for
workforce productivity and the way we will work and interact in the
future.

From basic apps to complex diagnostic algorithms, startups are
developing innovative tech solutions –across industries—to give
back to the society. The Indian government has also trained the
spotlight on innovation. Its flagship Startup India initiative has
launched a competition for budding innovators and companies to
contribute creative solutions to fight the Coronavirus crisis
In the weeks ahead, agile startups will gain further visibility as
innovation enablers that aid people and businesses deeply affected by
the pandemic. Thus, the need of the hour is for startups to swiftly
adapt to the new changes and seize the unique opportunities
presented by the pandemic. These organisations should rise to the
challenge and assume a larger role to support local communities, the
country
and
the
world
during
this
difficult
time.
The question everyone is asking is whether we will ever go back to
the earlier normal after the outbreak ends. I don’t see the clock being
reset. The Coronavirus will usher in a new normal that will create a
unique set of opportunities. Startups across the world should seek
opportunity in chaos and capitalise on the new trends to build the
new
normal.
If a journey of growth has to be continued, now is the time for
startups to display resilience, chutzpah and creativity. Only when
they outside the box can they innovate and create future opportunities
for
business.

Startups: Change the world order in the age of Coronavirus
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Webinar: Opportunities in Fisheries Sector
Post Lockdown

The webinar held jointly by the MEDC and the Agrovision Foundation, at 3.00 pm on June 4, 2020, was well attended by stakeholders. The
eminent panellists comprised Dr. C D Mayee, Chairman, Advisory Council, Agrovision, Mr. Ravi Boratkar, President, MEDC, Dr. J K Jena,
Dy. Director General, Fisheries Sciences, ICAR, Dr. Charles James, CEO, Farm Ocean Technologies India Pvt. Ltd., Dr. S N Ojha, Jt.
Director, Central Institute of Fisheries Education, Mr. Abhijeet Thakre, Thematic Expert, Fisheries, Reliance Foundation, and Dr. Raghu
Prakash R, Principal Scientist, Central Institute of Fisheries Technology. The event was moderated by Ms. Vibha Bhatia from the MMActiv
Group.
Ms. Bhatia welcomed all those present and presented an overview of the fisheries sector and its relevance to the Indian economy. She said that
the lockdown has had a detrimental impact on the sector’s future, and that this informative webinar was a sincere attempt to address some key
socioeconomic issues in that regard.
Dr. C D Mayee said that every sector of economic activity has suffered due to the lockdown, and fisheries sector is no exception to that rule. In
fisheries, the key issue is perishability … thus, improving the shelf life of the product is of paramount importance. A paradigm shift is required in
viewing the sector in the post-pandemic period. This matters all the more considering that this sector is a source of livelihood for many women.
He thanked the Agrovision Foundation for taking up this most relevant issue on a public platform.
Dr. J K Jena said that there were two separate impacts to the sector which need to be distinguished – that caused due to the lockdown and that
due to Covid-19. It is unfortunate that over 40 lakh tons of fish could not be harvested due to a lack of basic infrastructure during the lockdown,
and around 6000 crore fish seeds could not be adequately utilized. This has had a negative trickle-down effect in the system. However, in this
pandemic, there is no (health) issue regarding fish consumption, unlike concerns raised by some other foods. We expect more and more
hatcheries will also emerge in the other states of India, apart from those in the traditional regions of West Bengal and Odisha. Due to the
lockdown, the loss on the production side was estimated at 30-40% (approximately Rs. 7000-10,000 crore). In this regard, the government
should emphasize diversifying fish farming practices. It is also time for us to create a bigger domestic market, as the purchasing power is now
certainly there. In this context, the online market in fish is blooming and it needs to be further nurtured.
According to Dr. Charles James, India is second in global fish export, and the sector has immense latent potential for national economic
growth. In India, shrimp farming technology is available but what the country really needs is diversification of its marine produce. The
commercialization of seafood is not yet successful here, and that is also an area needing policy intervention. India needs to adopt technology
aggressively to maximize its production capabilities.
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In his presentation, Dr. S N Ojha said that the marketing side of the industry was not well-developed, as it was still largely focused on
production capabilities. A new approach to facilitate the entire supply chain and having a harmonic association with all stakeholders was the
need of the hour. In the development process, it is wrong to think that all rich are against the poor. Private extension facilities should be
empowered to enhance the sector’s intrinsic potential. Aquaculture’s share in India’s fish production has grown from a third to half in the past 20
years, and we need to double fish production by 2025. In this regard, the prolonged lockdown and social distancing are contributing to the
economic loss. Social entrepreneurship is a new concept in India and it needs to be carefully cultivated. Those working on the food front should
also be considered corona warriors as their contribution is no less praiseworthy under the circumstances.
Mr. Abhijeet Thakre said that IT needs to be used extensively in the sector. We need to develop local based information apps which can collate
and sort out relevant information for stakeholders. To enhance efficiency, human intervention has to be minimized through technology. Due to
the pandemic, going outside the house gets minimized. This is why app based technologies become all the more important.
In his observations, Dr. Raghu Prakash said that all of us need to accept responsibility that we are the primary reason for the sector’s
multifaceted problems. If we do not act in time, the implications will be serious and particularly dire for the poor and vulnerable. Value addition
and product diversification hold the key to the future of the sector. Supply chain complications dis-incentivize the fisher folk community and
they need to be sorted out if the sector is to grow in a sustainable and ethical manner. The required regulatory and implementation framework is
lacking in India and we need to work towards developing it. Likewise, technological and policy interventions also need to be promoted. Dry fish
processing needs to pick up. There is a need to diversity production based on demand in the international market, and also to develop hatcheries.

The ensuing question and answer session revolved around the following:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Even a small country like Vietnam has developed an aquaculture system far superior to India. What can we learn from them?
How important is water quality in fish rearing and what could be done to improve the water quality for this purpose in India?
How can entrepreneurs and startups in this sector be helped out by the government? The various instructions in this regard are not
always clear.
How can the sector be better organized to get an improved deal in the markets, both domestic and international? Is there anything we
can learn from agriculture in this regard?

In his closing remarks, Mr. Ravi Boratkar said that the sector presents many opportunities for entrepreneurs. A lot of good work has been done
and capacity building has taken place, especially in the recent past. India now needs more private players along with extension activities for
further developing the sector. In this context, some organized association could be formed to lobby better for the fisheries sector in the corridors
of power. The package announced recently by the Finance Minister is a good starting point for rejuvenating the sector, and keeping its long-term
interests in mind. All stakeholders need to work towards that end.
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